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QUESTION 1

You need to retrieve the top 10 recently updated leads from Sugar using the REST v10API. Which filtering parameter
would be used to satisfy this request? 

A. ~{"offset":10, "order_by":"date_modified:DESC"}~ 

B. ~{"offset":10,"order_by":"date_modified"}~ 

C. ~{"max_num":10,"fields":"date_modified:DESC"}~ 

D. ~{"max_num":10,"order_by":"date_modified:DESC"}~ 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You are attempting to load a large custom package using Module Loader andit is failing. Which three configuration
values should you verify? (Choose three.) 

A. PHP upload_max_filesize setting 

B. Sugar import_max_records_total_limit setting 

C. Sugar upload_maxsize setting 

D. PHP memory_limit setting 

E. PHP post_max_size setting 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 3

A customization requires the developer to fetch the systems "site_url" value storedin the config.php file. 

Which two code snippets would be used to accomplish this task? (Choose two.) 

A. ~global $sugar_config; $site_url = $sugar_config[\\'site_url\\'];~ 

B. ~global $config; $site_url = $config[\\'site_url\\'];~ 

C. ~$configurator = new Configurator(); $configurator->loadConfig(); $site_url = $conflgurator->config [`site_url\\'];~ 

D. ~$administration = new Administration(); $administration->retrieveSettings(); $site_url =
$administration->settings[\\'site_url\\'];~ 

Correct Answer: BC 
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QUESTION 4

What are three elements of the dictionary array of a vardef? (Choose three.) 

A. Primary_key 

B. Last_modified 

C. Table 

D. Relationships 

E. Fields 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to customize the record layout on an instance that already contains modifications to the record layout. Your
changes must be applied without affecting the pre-existing customizations. 

Which path would you use to store your customizations? 

A. ~./custom/Extension/modules/Ext/clients/base/layouts/record/~ 

B. ~./custom/clients/base/layouts/record/~ 

C. ~./custom/modules/[Module]/clients/base/layouts/record/~ 

D. ~./custom/Ext/modules/clients/base/layouts/record/~ 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

You attempted to install a module loadable package Into a Sugar instance withpackage scanner enabled and received
an error indicating your package "does not conform to the policies...\\'\\' of the package scanner. 

Which three validation points does the package scanner verify? (Choose three.) 

A. The package contains a file that is too big. 

B. The code contains an illegal function. 

C. The code contains a blacklisted class. 

D. The code contains a PHP syntax error. 

E. The package contains a forbidden file extension. 

Correct Answer: BCE 
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QUESTION 7

Which Sidecar component is responsible for formatting data from the model for display? 

A. layout 

B. view 

C. field 

D. router 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

You have a business requirement to create a new Task record when a button is clicked by the user. According to the
Sugar Developer Guide, what is the recommended way to accomplish this task? 

A. Create a logic_hook to call BeanFactory::newBean. 

B. Add custom JavaScript code to the editview metadata file. 

C. Create a workflow with an action to create a related record. 

D. Modify the Backbone.js controller to call app.data.createBean. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

You created a new endpoint for the REST v10API. 

Which two statements describe the class you created? (Choose two.) 

A. The class uses the DBManager class to define attributes of your endpoint within the database. 

B. The class contains a Sidecar controller that is executed when your endpoint is called. 

C. The class uses the registerRestApi() method to define attributes of your endpoint. 

D. The class contains a custom PHP method that is executed when your endpoint is called. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 10

What are two advantages of Sidecar moving display processing to the client? (Choose two.) 

A. Simplifies deployment. 
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B. speeds up initial loading. 

C. Has better server side scalability. 

D. Increases client performance. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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